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Evidence-based debates and decisions: 

The changing influence of  

science and scientific expertise
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Public Engagement of Scientists:  
Types of knowledge use and strategies determine influence

Research users select findings at random, crucial role of personal contacts and 
online presence (digital participation), type of use varies along policy fields 
(beliefs matter!)
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Source: Rietig 2014 Pol Sc, Rietig 2015 Glob Gov, Rietig 2018 
QUNO 



Contemporary challenges and the rise of post-truth 
politics



The Changing Influence of Scientific Expertise    
    in an Era of Post-Truth Politics

  

 How can public policies support scientific 
advances, new technologies and innovation while 
minimising disruptions on society, economy and 
environment – and in consequence on public 
opinion and political stability? 

! Intensification of ‘post-truth politics’ impacts on 
scientists’ motivation for public engagement when 
becoming target of (online) abuse and partisanship 

! Important to reconcile mismatch between 
expertise and policymaking in an era that is 
increasingly dominated by ideology, populism and 
post-truth politics 



Public Engagement of Scientists:                                 

Digital Participation, Open Science and Influencing 
Policymaking

• Variation in intensity of public engagement by 
scientists 

• Public concern about problem influences 
policymakers’ use of scientific evidence 

• Variation across policy fields, depending on 
degree of contestation 

• Means of communication: directly by scientists 
through digital/popular media or through 
science journalists; language matters (English 
vs. national language) 

 



The climate crisis



Opportunities and challenges of 
technologies to address climate change



Key technologies:  
Renewable Energies and Energy Efficiency



New technologies to scale up:  
Smart cities, smart grids, Internet of Things



Getting rid of fossil fuels:  
investment and employment

• Divestment 
• Cut fossil fuel subsidies 
• This will mean job losses 

– a socially just transition 
is central that re-trains 
for the new green jobs 



Challenges of the ‘quick fix’ 
technologies

• Carbon Capture and Storage 
• Geoengineering 



Challenges of the ‘quick fix’ 
technologies

• Artificial Intelligence: 
privacy and 
surveillance, cyber 
security, democracy  

• Nuclear energy: safety, 
costs, waste & 
dismantling 



Conclusion: 
Evidence-based debates and decisions

• Experts provide input based on scientific findings, importance of 
open access and multidisciplinary perspectives (incl. arts, humanities 
and social sciences) 

• Responsibility to also highlight risks, uncertainties and challenges of 
new scientific findings/technologies 

• Importance of responsible policies that minimize/mitigate risks and 
dangers associated with scientific advances, making them available 
to all 

• Scientific evidence can change over time 
• Risk of political use of experts where no scientific consensus exists 
• Transparency through impact assessments, public debate and 

deliberation are crucial 
• Important negotiation process between society and politics to arrive 

at responsible policies and regulation taking into account scientific 
advances
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